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     Farm milk output reports are mixed, regionally. Some upper-Midwestern farmer contacts

     suggest milk yields are slightly up month to month, but steady annually even with fewer

     cows. Otherwise, reports span the spectrum from more milk to less milk, seasonally. Milk

     processors in the region do continue to say they are losing farm milk patrons, but others

     are filling in the gaps and milk is plentiful. Bottling is slower, with school holidays in

     the recent weeks and upcoming weeks. Cheesemakers say there is milk aplenty. Spot milk

     prices ranged from flat to $2 under Class for the second week in a row. Multiple cheese

     plant managers relay they are not looking to buy additional loads. Others say they will shop

     it, but few are likely to pay anything at or above Class III in the upcoming pre-holiday

     weeks. Cream is also widely available. Butter makers are taking on more loads, while Class

     II and III producers are taking a step back with holiday orders already being fulfilled.

     Multiples did increase slightly on the top end, but cream is expected to remain available

     through the rest of 2019. South Central dairy farm contacts say wheat pasture is short in

     some areas, but hay stocks are in an acceptable balance. North from there, in the Midwest,

     silage and haylage reports are mixed.

     NATIONAL RETAIL REPORT DAIRY – FLUID MILK SUMMARY

     Advertised Prices at Major Retail Supermarket Outlets ending during the period of

     12/06/2019 to 12/12/2019

     Half Gallon, All Fat Tests         Weighted Average Price

     National                     This Period  Last Week   Last Year

     Conventional                $1.61         n.a        $2.33

     Organic                     $4.37        $3.71       $3.71

     Regional (Conventional)      Wtd. Ave.    Low         High

     Midwest                     $1.07        $0.88       $1.39

     South Central               $2.05        $1.19       $2.99

     Gallon, All Fat Tests             Weighted Average Price

     National                     This Period  Last Week   Last Year

      Conventional               $3.16        $3.49       $3.25

      Organic                    $6.99         n.a        $4.80

     Regional (Conventional)      Wtd. Ave.    Low        High

     Midwest                      n.a.         n.a.        n.a.

     South Central               $2.99        $2.99       $2.99

     Price Range - Class III Milk; $/CWT; Spot Basis:   -2.00  -  .00

     Trade Activity: Slow

     Midwestern U.S., F.O.B. Cream

     Multiples Range - All Classes:               1.1400 - 1.2800

     Price Range - Class II; $/LB Butterfat:      2.4000 - 2.4774

     Multiples Range - Class II:                  1.2400 - 1.2800
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     Dairy Market News - Madison, WI
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     Additional Dairy Market News Information:

     Dairy Market News (DMN) by Phone: (608)422-8602

     DMN Website: https://www.ams.usda.gov/market-news/dairy

     DMN MARS (My Market News): https://mymarketnews.ams.usda.gov


